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sources available for classes in American Studies,
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Ethnic Studies, and U.S. History. In a quick thirty
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graphs of Filipino leaders and of Filipino citizens
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cism</cite> on U.S. Filipino Literature and Cul‐
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can Social History Project's CD-ROM. Pennee Ben‐

<p> Throughout most of the video, contemporary

der, who wrote the script, and the other directors
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of <cite>Savage Acts</cite> are to be congratulat‐
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culture into sharper focus. <p> Unlike the Ameri‐

concept of U.S. national mission developed at the

can Social History Project's earlier textbook and

turn of the century (an "imperial whiteness") was

CD-ROM that were designed for individual use,

inextricably connected to how Filipinos were de‐

this video is ideal for in-class use. Its 30-minute

fined. Both the increasing prominence of Filipinos

format provides plenty of time for discussion, and

in American society and the approaching centen‐

its attention to both the wars and the fairs will un‐

nials of the Philippine Revolution and the Philip‐

doubtedly make it a useful supplement to as‐

pine-American War make this aspect of the video

signed readings in classes dealing with U.S. cul‐

especially timely. <p> Notes: <p> [1]. See "David

ture, U.S. history, race and ethnicity, and national‐

Fagen: An Afro-American Rebel in the Philippines,

ism. People looking for diplomatic history will not

1899-1901," <cite>Pacific Historical Review</cite>

find it here, but that is the easiest resource to find

44 (Feb. 1975): 68-83. <p> [2]. See especially Shel‐

on this era. Instead, <cite>Savage Acts</cite> fo‐

ley Fisher Fishkin's review, "Interrogating `White‐

cuses on the cultural ramifications of turn-of-the-

ness,' Complicating `Blackness': Remapping Amer‐

century foreign policy, a subject that is rarely rep‐

ican Culture," <cite>American Quarterly</cite> 47

resented even in specialized studies. <p> Philip‐

(Sept. 1995): 428-66.

pine Commissioner Vicente Nepomuceno is al‐
lowed to give the last statement of the film, and it
highlights what may be an unintentional benefit
of the video. Commenting on the portrayal of Fil‐
ipinos as savages at the 1904 fair, he says: "It was
never intended that the true advancement be dis‐
closed. The impression has gone abroad that we
are barbarians [...] and no matter how long we
stay here we cannot convince the public to the
contrary." Today, this statement has a more pro‐
found meaning than it did in 1904. Filipinos are
now the seventh-largest racial or national group
in the United States, ranking just behind Chinese
in the 1990 census as the second-largest Asian
American group. They are also the fastest growing
Asian group and are expected to outnumber Chi‐
nese before the next full census is taken. While
the video is an important resource for under‐
standing the creation of racial stereotypes within
the United States more generally, it is especially
useful for understanding the social history of
white

American-Filipino

American

relations.

Those relations essentially began in 1898 when, as
Finley Peter Dunne's "Mr. Dooley" put it, the peo‐
ple of the United States first learned whether the
Philippines "were islands or canned goods." Nu‐
merous recent studies have argued that "white‐
ness" and "blackness" are inextricably connected
in American culture.[2] This video argues that the
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